Dendrite arborization and synapse formation are essential for wiring the neural circuitry. The evolutionarily conserved NDR1/2 kinase pathway, important for polarized growth from yeast to mammals, controls dendrite growth and morphology in the worm and fly. The function of NDR1/2 in mammalian neurons and their downstream effectors were not known. Here we show that the expression of dominant negative (kinase-dead) NDR1/2 mutants or siRNA increase dendrite length and proximal branching of mammalian pyramidal neurons in cultures and in vivo, whereas the expression of constitutively active NDR1/2 has the opposite effect. Moreover, NDR1/2 contributes to dendritic spine development and excitatory synaptic function. We further employed chemical genetics and identified NDR1/2 substrates in the brain, including two proteins involved in intracellular vesicle trafficking: AAK1 (AP-2 associated kinase) and Rabin8, a GDP/GTP exchange factor (GEF) of Rab8 GTPase. We finally show that AAK1 contributes to dendrite growth regulation, and Rabin8 regulates spine development.
INTRODUCTION
Dendrite arborization is crucial for establishing the complex neural networks in the brain. Dendrites of mammalian hippocampal and cortical pyramidal neurons are covered with dendritic spines, which are sites for >90% of excitatory synapses in the central nervous system (Nimchinsky et al., 2002) . Significant progress has been made in understanding the molecular mechanisms that regulate dendrite development in Drosophila (Jan and Jan, 2010) . Elucidating the mechanisms that control dendrite morphogenesis and spine development in mammals is important, since defects of such mechanisms likely underlie many neurodevelopmental disorders, such as autism and schizophrenia (Penzes et al., 2011; Ramocki and Zoghbi, 2008) . NDR (nuclear Dbf2-related) kinases are a subclass of AGC (protein kinase A (PKA)/PKG/PKC) group of serine/threonine kinases, which include two related kinase families: NDR1/2 and Lats1/2 (large tumor suppressor 1/2; Hergovich et al., 2006) . The NDR1/2 kinase pathway's key components, NDR1/ 2/Tricornered, upstream-activating kinase MST1-3 (Mammalian Sterile 20-like 1-3)/Hippo, cofactor MOB 1/2 (Mps one binder 1/2)/Mats (Mob as tumor suppressor), and scaffold protein FURRY1/2/Furry, are conserved from yeast to mammals (Hergovich et al., 2006) . NDR1/2 homologs (Cbk1p in yeast, SAX-1 in worms, and Trc in fly) regulate polarized cellular differentiation in various organisms, including bud formation in yeast (Nelson et al., 2003) , epidermal hair tip and sensory bristle formation in Drosophila (Cong et al., 2001; Geng et al., 2000) , and dendritic morphogenesis and tiling in the worm and fly (Emoto et al., 2004 (Emoto et al., , 2006 Gallegos and Bargmann, 2004; Han et al., 2012) . The two Trc homologs mammalian (Stk38) and NDR2 (Stk38l; referred to as NDR1/2) are 86% identical. Their biochemical activation has been well characterized with no difference between NDR1 and NDR2 reported (Hergovich et al., 2006) . NDR1 and NDR2 are broadly expressed in the mouse brain (Devroe et al., 2004; Stegert et al., 2004; Stork et al., 2004) . NDR1 knockout mice have increased susceptibility to tumor formation, implicating NDR1 as tumor suppressor (Cornils et al., 2010) . NDR2 levels are increased in NDR1 knockout mice and may compensate for the absence of NDR1 (Cornils et al., 2010) . The potential roles of NDR1/2 in regulating mammalian neuronal morphogenesis are unknown.
Despite the importance of the NDR1/2 kinase pathway in regulating cellular morphogenesis in eukaryotes, the downstream phosphorylation targets of NDR1/2 remain largely unknown, except for two substrates for the NDR1/2 yeast homolog Cbk1: Sec2p (Kurischko et al., 2008) and Ssd1p, a nonconserved protein (Jansen et al., 2009) , and a recently identified NDR1/2 substrate p21 (Cornils et al., 2011) . To elucidate the mechanism of NDR1/2 kinase actions in neurons, it is important to identify the direct phosphorylation targets of NDR1/2 and their functions in the brain.
In this study, we investigated NDR1/2 function in cultured rat hippocampal neurons and in mouse cortical neurons in vivo by perturbing its function via the expression of dominant negative and constitutively active NDR1/2 and siRNA. We found that NDR1/2 kinases limit dendrite branching and length in cultures and in vivo, analogous to the roles of their fly homolog Trc. Additionally, NDR1/2 kinases were also required for mushroom spine synapse formation as NDR1/2 loss of function led to more immature spines, both in cultures and in vivo, as well as a reduction in the frequency of miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents (mEPSCs) in neuronal cultures. To uncover the direct targets of NDR1/2, which control dendrite branching and mushroom spine formation, we used chemical genetics to create a mutant NDR1 capable of uniquely utilizing an ATP analog not recognized by endogeneous protein kinases (Blethrow et al., 2008; Shah et al., 1997 ). An advantage of this method is that it Figure 1 . Expression of NDR1, NDR2, and Autophosphorylated NDR1/2 Proteins in Neurons (A) NDR1 and NDR2 proteins are present in the brain during development. Western blots of mouse brain lysates from postnatal day (P)5, P10, P15, and P20 probed by a mouse monoclonal antibody raised against NDR1 and an NDR2-specific polyclonal antibody we raised for this study. Antitubulin blot is shown as loading control. (B) (Top) Immunostaining with NDR1 antibody (green) shows endogeneous NDR1 in CA3 pyramidal cell layer (nuclei are labeled with DAPI shown in blue). Scale bar is 100 mm. (Bottom) Immunnostaining with NDR1 antibody (green) labels dendrites and cytoplasm in CA3 hippocampus. Scale bar is 50 mm. (C) Cultured hippocampal neurons stained against NDR1 or NDR2 antibodies described above costained with MAP2 (microtubule associated protein 2, a dendritic marker) showing NDR1 and NDR2 in dendrites and cytoplasm. Scale bar is 50 mm. (D and E) NDR1 mutations used in this study. Red is loss of function, green is gain/rescue of function, and black is analog-sensitive mutants. See also Figure S1 .
identifies not only the substrates but also the phosphorylation sites. We identified five potential NDR1 substrates in the mouse brain and chose two for functional validation. We show that one NDR1 substrate is another kinase, AP-2 associated kinase-1 (AAK1), which regulates dendritic branching as a result of NDR1 phosphorylation. Another substrate is the Rab8 guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) Rabin8 (a Sec2p homolog), which we find is involved in spine synapse formation. These studies uncover two downstream signaling pathways defined by a kinase (AAK1) and a GEF (Rabin8), which regulate complex neuronal dendritic and synaptic phenotypes orchestrated by NDR1/2.
RESULTS
NDR1 and NDR2 Are Expressed in the Brain during Development NDR1 and NDR2 transcripts have been found in the brain by reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and northern blot (Devroe et al., 2004; Stegert et al., 2004) , and NDR2 mRNA has been localized via in situ hybridization in various brain regions, including the hippocampus and cortex (Stork et al., 2004) . To determine the developmental profile of NDR1 and NDR2 expression, we probed brain lysates from postnatal day (P)5, P10, P15 and P20 via a mouse monoclonal antibody raised against NDR1 and a polyclonal antibody we generated that is specific for NDR2 (see Experimental Procedures). Both antibodies recognized a major protein band, which was present throughout development, at 55 KD (Figures 1A; Figure S1A available online). The NDR1 antibody did not recognize overexpressed NDR2, and the NDR2 antibody did not recognize overexpressed NDR1 in COS-7 cells, demonstrating their specificity ( Figure S1B ).
Immunocytochemistry using these antibodies revealed that NDR1 and NDR2 are present in the cytoplasm in hippocampal pyramidal neurons and in the cortex ( Figure 1B and data not shown) and are found throughout the cell body and dendrites in dissociated hippocampal neurons in culture ( Figure 1C ). NDR1 was also present in the nucleus in agreement with previous reports (Millward et al., 1999 ; data not shown).
NDR1/2 Are Necessary and Sufficient to Limit Dendrite Branching and Total Length
In order to investigate NDR1/2 0 s cell autonomous function in dendrite development, we used three approaches. Dominantnegative or constitutively active NDR1/2 expression, siRNA knockdown of NDR1 and NDR2, and a chemical genetics approach to block NDR1 activity were used. NDR1 mutations used in this study are shown in Figures 1D and 1E . We found similar results with all three approaches.
The biochemical activation mechanism of NDR kinases has been established. MST3 kinase phosphorylates NDR1/2 at its C-terminal hydrophobic residue T444 to activate it (Stegert et al., 2005) . NDR1/2 can be activated by okadaic acid (OA) via inhibition of protein phosphatase 2A, facilitating phosphorylation at T444 and the autophosphorylation at S281 (Stegert et al., 2005) . MOB1/2 binding to the N-terminal region of NDR kinases is required for the release of auto-inhibition and maximal activity . Autophosphorylation site S281 is critical for NDR1/2 kinase activity. In order to test NDR1/2 0 s role in dendrite development, we first generated dominant negative and constitutively active NDR1 mutants ( Figures 1D and 1E ). For dominant negative NDR1, we mutated Ser281 and Thr444 to Alanine (S281A; T444A, NDR1-AA) or catalytic lysine to alanine (K118A, NDR1-KD); both mutants have no kinase activity (Millward et al., 1999; Stegert et al., 2004) . To obtain constitutively active NDR1, we replaced the C-terminal hydrophobic domain with that of PRK2 (PIFtide), similar to the generation of constitutively active NDR2 .
Kinase activity levels of NDR1 kinase dead (NDR1-KD) and constitutively active (NDR1-CA) mutants were confirmed by in vitro kinase assay with immunoprecipitated NDR1 using an NDR1 substrate peptide as the kinase target (Stegert et al., 2005;  Figure S4A ). We then expressed mutant NDR1 proteins together with GFP to test for their effect on the morphology of cultured hippocampal neurons. Neurons were transfected at DIV6-8 to perturb NDR1/2 function during dendrite development and analyzed at DIV16. With low transfection efficiency, it was possible to investigate the cell-autonomous function of NDR1/ 2 ( Figure 2A ). We found that NDR1-KD resulted in increased proximal dendrite branching, whereas NDR1-CA caused a major reduction in proximal dendritic branching (Figures 2A and 2B) . Total dendrite branch points were also increased in NDR1-AA and NDR1-KD and reduced in NDR1-CA ( Figure 2D ). In addition, NDR1-CA resulted in a larger number of branch crossings at 340 mm in Sholl analysis ( Figure 2B ), indicating that NDR1 activity may produce longer main dendrites at the expense of proximal dendrite branches. Total dendrite length was increased with NDR1-KD, and the reduction with NDR1-CA was nearly significant (p = 0.05; Figure 2F ). These results indicate that NDR1 activity inhibits proximal dendrite growth and branching during development. We found that mutant NDR2 expressions in neurons yielded comparable results (data not shown).
To corroborate these findings, we next used NDR1 and NDR2 siRNA to knock down NDR1/2 function. SiRNA sequences were chosen based on knockdown efficiency of overexpressed NDR1 or NDR2 in HEK293 cells ( Figure S2A ). These siRNAs partially knocked down the endogeneous protein and were compatible with neuronal viability ( Figure S7A ). We find that the expression of NDR1 and NDR2 siRNA together (but not alone) increased proximal branching, total branch points, and total length ( Figures  2A, 2C , 2E, and 2G) as did dominant negative mutants, supporting NDR1/2 0 s role on inhibiting exuberant growth. This effect was rescued by co-expression of siRNA-resistant NDR1 (NDR1*; Figures 2C, 2E, and 2G) or siRNA-resistant NDR2 (Figures S2F and S2G) , indicating that the effect was indeed due to loss of NDR1/2 kinase function. Our data suggests that NDR1 and NDR2 could have redundant functions in dendrite development. However, it is possible that reduction of NDR1 or NDR2 with their respective siRNA does not bring the protein level below a threshold at which neuronal morphology is altered, but cumulative reduction of both leads to the observed defects, and there could be synergistic interaction between NDR1 and NDR2. Taken together with Trc's role on dendrite development of sensory neurons in fly, where trc mutants show increased branching and increased total length of dendrites (Emoto et al., 2004) , our findings reveal an evolutionarily conserved function of NDR1/2 in dendrite morphogenesis.
We next employed chemical genetics to manipulate NDR1 function in hippocampal cultures. We first mutated the ATP binding pocket gatekeeper Methionine to Alanine (M166A) to make an analog-sensitive NDR1 (NDR1-as), which can use bulky ATP analogs instead of ATP and can be blocked by kinase inhibitors, such as 1-Na-PP1 (Bishop et al., 2000) . We further introduced two rescue mutations in the kinase domain (M152L and S229A) to increase kinase activity, because NDR1-M166A had reduced ATP usage (Figures 1D and 1E; Zhang et al., 2005) . Although the M166A gatekeeper mutation resulted in reduced ATP-g-S usage ( Figure 5B ), M152L and S229A rescue mutations led to the recovery of ATP-g-S usage albeit at a lower level than Benzyl-ATP-g-S, as expected, which were blocked by 1-Na-PP1 ( Figure S2B ). We transfected neurons with activated NDR1-as at DIV8 and investigated the effect of NDR1 on dendrite development with or without 1-Na-PP1 inhibition from DIV8 to DIV16. We found that 1-Na-PP1 inhibition of NDR1-as resulted in increased proximal branching (50 mm), total branch points, and total length (Figures 2A, 2H , 2I, and 2J), likely due to a dominant negative effect. Activated NDR1-as treated with the vehicle DMSO resulted in larger dendrite arbor with a greater number of branch crossings at 340 mm in Sholl analysis (Figures 1A and 1H) , likely due to increased NDR1 activity. These results further confirm that NDR1 functions to reduce proximal dendrite branching and NDR1 activity may in turn facilitate dendrite arbor expansion distally. (B) Sholl graphs of dendrites of neurons transfected with GFP alone or GFP cotransfected with NDR1 mutants. N of neurons = 21, 16, 18, and 11 for GFP, NDR1-KD, NDR1-AA, and NDR1-CA, respectively. (C) Sholl graphs of neurons expressing GFP plasmid or GFP plasmid which also expresses siRNA. For dual NDR1 and NDR2 siRNA knockdown, NDR1 siRNA and NDR2 siRNA plasmids were cotransfected. For rescue with siRNA resistant NDR1 (NDR1*), this plasmid was cotransfected with NDR1si and NDR2si. n = 14, 13, and 9 for GFP, NDR1si NDR2si, and NDR1si NDR2si rescue, in order. (D and E) Total dendrite branch point analysis for NDR1 mutant expression and siRNA experiments, respectively. (F and G) Total dendrite length analysis for NDR1 mutant and siRNA experiments, respectively. (n = 10 and 10 for NDR1si and NDR2si.) (H) Sholl analysis for chemical genetics inhibition of analog-sensitive NDR1-as by 1 mM 1-Na-PP1. DMSO (solvent) was used as control. n = 7 for each group. (I) Total branch points and (J) total length analysis for chemical genetic NDR1-as inhibition experiment. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001 in all graphs in all figures assessed by the Kruskal Wallis nonparametric test followed by dual test with Dunn's method in comparison with GFP control (unless otherwise indicated). Error bars are standard error of the mean in all graphs. Stars on Sholl graphs statistical comparisons with Kruskal-Wallis followed by Dunn's method at 50 mm or 340 mm distance from the soma. See also Figure S2 .
We then asked if NDR1 function is necessary at earlier ages by transfecting neurons with control plasmid or NDR1-AA at DIV4 and daily performing live imaging until DIV14. We found that at DIV7 and at all later ages NDR1-AA neurons had higher total branch numbers than did the control, indicating that NDR1 function is already required at DIV4-7 ( Figure S2C ). Next, we asked if increased branching is the result of more branch formation or less branch retraction. Whereas the high cell-to-cell variability rendered it difficult to discern a significant effect in the number of branches formed or lost over a period of 8 hr ( Figure S2D ), individual neurons expressing NDR1-KD displayed net branch addition, and control neurons showed a net reduction of branches ( Figure S2E ). NDR1-CA neurons showed no net change of branch numbers over this period (Figure S2E) . Therefore, whereas NDR1-KD and NDR1-CA ultimately affect the number of branches, it remains possible that branch formation and/or elimination contribute to the changes in dendrite branching observed in cohort analysis.
NDR1/2 Control Dendritic Spine Development and Excitatory Postsynaptic Function
NDR kinases have important roles in polarized growth; however, their function in synaptic development has not been investigated. We therefore analyzed dendritic spine morphologies in neurons expressing dominant negative or constitutively active NDR1 or siRNA. Dendritic spines can be categorized in accordance with their morphology (Harris, 1999; Yuste and Bonhoeffer, 2004) . To evaluate the effect of NDR1/2 on the growth of spines, we divided spines into four categories (Konur and Yuste, 2004) . Mushroom spines (MS) are protrusions with a head and a neck; filopodia (F) spines are thin protrusions without a discernable spine head; atypical (A) spines are protrusions with irregular shape; and stubby (St) spines are short protrusions without a discernible spine neck ( Figure 3B ). Spine morphology is correlated with synaptic function, where mushroom spines contain AMPA receptors in proportion to the size of spine's head, whereas filopodia mostly lack these receptors (Matsuzaki et al., 2001) . Spine morphologies are especially diverse during early development (Fiala et al., 1998; Konur and Yuste, 2004) . Atypical and stubby protrusions are more common in developing tissue, but dendrites contain mostly mushroom spines, representing mature synapses later in development (Harris, 1999) .
We transfected neurons at DIV6-8 and analyzed them at DIV16. Expression of dominant negative NDR1 (NDR1-KD or NDR1-AA) caused a robust increase of filopodia and atypical protrusion densities, together with a reduction in mushroom spine density ( Figures 3A-3C ), indicating that NDR1 function is necessary for mushroom spine formation. In contrast, NDR1-CA drastically reduced the total dendritic protrusion density as a result of the significant reduction in mushroom, filopodia, and stubby spines ( Figures 3A-3C ). Although there was variability in the absolute densities of dendritic spine categories among cultures, decreasing or increasing NDR1 activity consistently induced comparable changes as illustrated here. Robust inhibition of dendritic protrusions by NDR1-CA suggests that excessive NDR1 activity reduces all actin-rich dendritic protrusions. Similar to the dominant negative effects of NDR1 mutants, NDR1siRNA + NDR2siRNA also resulted in increased filopodia and atypical protrusions and decreased mushroom spine densities, which was rescued by co-expression of siRNA-resistant NDR1 (NDR1*; Figures 3A and 3D ). The difference in the extent of filopodia/atypical protrusion increases between dominant negative mutants and siRNA might be due to incomplete knockdown by siRNAs. In addition, the total numbers of dendritic protrusions were not completely restored by NDR1*, suggesting a small, nonspecific effect of siRNA expression. These data indicate that NDR1/2 are required for efficient formation and/or maturation of mushroom spines. Expression of NDR2-KD and NDR2-CA yielded alterations similar to those induced by the corresponding NDR1 mutants (data not shown).
To determine whether changes in spine morphologies reflected defects in synaptic function, we recorded miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents (mEPSCs) in cultured hippocampal neurons transfected the same way ( Figure 3E ). We found that mEPSC frequency was reduced by NDR1-KD and by NDR1siRNA + NDR2siRNA, and the effect caused by siRNA knockdown was rescued by siRNA-resistant NDR1, indicating that NDR1/2 are necessary for active synapse formation (Figure 3F) . Interestingly, NDR1-CA also caused a reduction in mEPSC frequency indicating that uncontrolled NDR1 activity can also inhibit active synapse formation ( Figure 3F ). We did not find a difference in mEPSC amplitude ( Figure 3G ), suggesting that NDR activity affects the number of active synapses rather than the strength of each synapse. Furthermore, coimmunostaining with post-and presynaptic markers indicate that synapses are most often made directly on dendritic shaft in NDR1-CA-expressing neurons in contrast to neurons expressing NDR1-KD or GFP alone ( Figure S3A ). These observations indicate that mEPSCs in NDR1-CA neurons could originate from synapses on dendritic shafts and support the notion that the reductions in the total number of synapses in NDR1-KDand NDR1-CA-expressing neurons leads to reduced mEPSC frequency.
Our data revealed that both loss and gain of function of NDR1/2 altered spine morphogenesis. NDR1/2 loss of function reduced mushroom spines and increased filopodia and atypical protrusions. The reduction in mushroom spines is reflected in reduced mEPSC frequency. In contrast, uncontrolled NDR1-CA activity led to retraction of all dendritic protrusions, most likely via a mechanism distinct from the process for mushroom spine formation. The reduction in mushroom spines, along with other dendritic protrusions, is also reflected in reduced mEPSC frequency. Thus, our data indicate that strictly controlled NDR1/2 activity is required for proper dendritic spine development.
NDR1/2 Limit Dendrite Branching and Controls Spine Morphology In Vivo
We next altered NDR1/2 function in layer 2/3 cortical pyramidal neurons in vivo by expression of dominant negative or constitutively active NDR1, as well as siRNA, via in utero electroporation at embryonic day (E)14.5-E15.5. Analysis of labeled layer 2/3 neurons in P18-P20 brains revealed no effect on neuronal migration by NDR1/2 manipulations (data not shown). We measured dendritic arborization within 150 mm from the soma, which included basal dendrites, and proximal region of the Neuron NDR1/2 Controls Dendrite Growth and Synaptogenesis apical dendrite. The apical tufts were not included in the analysis, because they were mostly cut away in our sections. We found that NDR1-KD or NDR1siRNA + NDR2siRNA expression (which reduces NDR1 and NDR2, respectively; Figures S3E and S7B) increased dendrite branching at 50 mm from the soma and the total dendrite length, when compared with vector control and control-siRNA, respectively (Figures 4A, 4B, 4D-4F). In contrast, NDR1-CA expression dramatically reduced branching and dendrite length ( Figures 4A, 4B , 4D-4F), the reduction in branching was uniformly apparent in all GFP-expressing cells (Figure S3B ). NDR1-CA-expressing neurons appeared healthy ( Figures S3C and S3D ). These results agree well with our findings in hippocampal cultures and show that NDR1/2 function is necessary and sufficient to limit dendrite branching in vivo as well as in vitro.
In perfused brains from animals subjected to in utero electroporation, we did not observe variable dendritic protrusion morphologies at the resolution imaged ( Figure 4C ). The Reaction was done using Benzyl-ATP-g-S, which is used by NDR1-as-CA and not AAK1 to prevent the phosphorylation signal caused by AAK1 autophosphorylation when regular ATP is used. Immunoblot with antithiophosphate ester-specific antibody reveals S635 on AAK1 as the only NDR1 predominant protrusion type observed in vivo was mushroom spine. Therefore, we measured spine head diameters and spine density as the functional parameters of these postsynaptic structures. We found that NDR1-KD and NDR1siRNA + NDR2siRNA decreased dendritic spine head diameter (Figure 4G) , suggesting that NDR1/2 is required for dendritic spine development in vivo. These results are in agreement with our hippocampal culture results, in which NDR1/2 promoted mushroom spines and active synapses and limited immature protrusions. It is possible that certain factors that contribute to spine formation and stabilization, which are present in vivo, are largely absent in cultures. Such differences between cultures and in vivo studies, caused by similar manipulations of NDR1/2 activity, might result in the different spine phenotypes we observe ( Figures 3A-3D and 4G) .
We also found that dendritic spine density was reduced in NDR1-CA-expressing neurons and was increased by NDR1siRNA + NDR2siRNA in vivo, while we did not observe a significant change with NDR1-KD ( Figure 4H ). It is possible that the NDR1-KD expression level was not sufficient to cause increased spine density in vivo. NDR1/2 participates in limiting dendritic spine density as is demonstrated in cultured NDR1-CA-expressing neurons ( Figures 3A-3D ). Our data supports that NDR1 activity is necessary in limiting dendritic spine numbers in vivo as well.
Overall, our data shows that NDR1/2 regulates spine morphology by enlarging spine heads and limiting spine numbers in vivo. These data, together with data from neuronal cultures (Figure 3) , support a role for NDR1/2 function in dendritic spine morphogenesis.
Chemical Genetic Identification of NDR1 Kinase Substrates Reveal Multiple Targets in Vesicle Trafficking
Having found NDR1/2 function important for dendrite arborization and synaptic development, we next looked into the underlying mechanisms. Since there were no known substrates of NDR1/2, we utilized the chemical genetic substrate labeling method followed by phospho-specific covalent capture (Blethrow et al., 2008) to identify NDR1 substrates. This method utilizes analog-sensitive kinases, in which the hydrophobic gatekeeper residue is replaced by a smaller amino acid, to allow binding and utilization of ATP analogs modified with bulky substitutions. The crystal structure of the Src ATP binding pocket in analogsensitive mutants depicts how larger ATP analogs ( Figure 5C ) can fit the binding pocket of Src-as ( Figure 5A ).
We generated two analog-sensitive NDR1-CAs (M166A and M166G). In order to identify which bulky ATP-g-S analog is most compatible with the mutant kinase, we performed an in vitro kinase reaction with these mutants using NDR1's target peptide as described previously (Stegert et al., 2005) . The thiophosphorylated substrate is detected by antithiophosphate ester antibody on a western blot after esterification by para-nitro benzyl mesylate (PNBM; Allen et al., 2007) . We found that NDR1-CA M166A used Benzyl-ATP-g-S; however, the ATP analog usage was reduced ( Figure S4B ). To rescue NDR1 kinase activity we, mutated two residues known to be suppressor mutations that can rescue kinase activity when the gatekeeper residue is mutated (Zhang et al., 2005) and obtained NDR1-as-CA with increased kinase activity (NDR1-CA with M166A, M152L, and S229A mutations; Figures 1D, 1E, and 5B). We used this kinase (NDR1-as-CA) in subsequent substrate identification experiments. To perform labeling reactions in which NDR1-as-CA would thiophosphorylate substrates with Benzyl-ATP-g-S, we reacted 10 mg of purified kinase with 1 mg brain lysate protein. Labeled lysate was treated by covalent capture for substrate identification (Blethrow et al., 2008; Hertz et al., 2010) . Briefly, labeled protein lysate is digested by trypsin and then thiol-containing peptides (including thiophosphorylated substrates and cysteine-containing peptides) are captured by thiol reactive resin, whereas non-thiol-containing peptides are washed away. In the third step, beads are treated with Oxone to oxidize sulfur and elute phosphopeptides by spontaneous hydrolysis of thiophosphate linkage, whereas cysteine-containing peptides remain attached to the beads by thioether bonds. Finally, the eluted peptides are analyzed by liquid chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry to identify not only the substrates but also the phosphorylation sites, which is a major advantage of the method ( Figure 5D) .
In each experiment, we included two negative controls (lysate alone and lysate reacted with NDR1-KD) in parallel; with these controls we could disregard abundant proteins that are detected nonspecifically. We have carried out substrate labeling from brain lysates eight times, using P3 (2X), P8 (5X), and P13 (1X) brains, to identify potential NDR1 targets. We identified five phospho-proteins that are specific to NDR1-as-CA and are detected in more than one experiment (Table 1) . Strikingly, four of these contained the consensus sequence of HXRXXS/T, which is highly similar to the one reported for the NDR1 homolog Cbk1p (HXRRXS/T; Mazanka et al., 2008;  Table 1 ). The remaining candidate was not included in the table, because the phosphorylation site was preceded by acidic amino acids, rendering it an unlikely NDR1 substrate. In addition, we cultured dissociated cortical neurons on transwell insert culture dishes in order to harvest neuronal processes but not cell bodies to simplify total protein content. We identified one additional candidate with the same consensus site: Rab11fip5 (Rab11 family interacting protein 5; Table 1 ). Proteins without the consensus sequence were not included in the table for this experiment.
Thus, we have identified five putative NDR1 substrates: AAK1 (AP-2 associated kinase 1) and Rabin8 (Rab8-GEF), both of which are known to function in vesicle trafficking (Henderson phosphorylation site on AAK1. (F) Similar experiment as in (E), demonstrating Rabin8 as an NDR1 phosphorylation substrate protein. Rabin8 is phosphorylated by NDR1-as-CA in vitro, and this phosphorylation is greatly diminished in the Rabin8 S240A mutant, indicating this site as the major phosphorylation site. When S/T 240-243 are all mutated to Ala (Rabin8-AAAA), NDR1-as-CA can no longer phosphorylate Rabin8, indicating that these residues may be also phosphorylated when S240 is mutated to Ala. (G) Mass spectroscopy identification of AAK1 phosphorylation by HCD (higher energy C-trap dissociation) spectra analysis of AAK-derived peptide containing phosphorylated S635. See also Figure S4 and Table 1. and Conner, 2007; Stenmark, 2009 ), PI4Kbeta (Phosphatidyl inositol 4 kinase beta), which catalyzes the formation of phosphatidyl inositol 4 phosphate that can give rise to other phosphatidyl inositols (De Matteis et al., 2005) , Pannexin-2, a large pore ion channel expressed in the brain (MacVicar and Thompson, 2010) , and Rab11fip5, which regulates the small GTPase Rab11 involved in membrane recycling (Horgan and McCaffrey, 2009 ). Given their high sequence homology, especially in the kinase domain, and indistinguishable biochemical properties as so-far tested, taken together with the ability of NDR1 to rescue for NDR1/2 reduction, NDR1 and NDR2 probably have common substrates.
We were particularly interested in the two most prevalent candidates AAK1 and Rabin8, because both function in intracellular vesicle trafficking. AAK1 was identified in seven out of eight experiments, and Rabin8 was identified in three out of eight experiments. Moreover, the yeast Rabin8 homolog Sec2p is phosphorylated by the yeast NDR kinase Cbk1p (Kurischko et al., 2008) , indicating that this kinase regulation might be evolutionarily conserved. We confirmed that AAK1 and Rabin8 were indeed phosphorylated by NDR1 by using direct kinase assay ( Figures 5E and 5F ). We reacted purified NDR1-as-CA with purified substrate proteins using Benzyl-ATP-g-S and detected phosphorylation by antithiophosphate ester antibody after esterification with PNBM ( Figures 5E and 5F ), a method that avoids the background caused by AAK1 autophosphorylation when using radioactive ATP for detection. We confirmed that the AAK1 phosphorylation site was indeed S635, as was identified in mass spectrometry ( Figure 5G ), since S635A mutant was not phosphorylated ( Figure 5E ). Furthermore, we generated an antibody that targets AAK1 phosphorylated at S635 (anti-AAK1 P-S635). When coexpressed in COS-7 cells, NDR1-CA specifically phosphorylated S635 of AAK1 in intact cells (Figure S5E ). However, it should be noted that this antibody did not exclusively stain the endogenous phosphorylated AAK1 by immunocytochemistry (data not shown).
Rabin8 was phosphorylated by NDR1 at S240 ( Figure S4D ). We also showed that wild-type NDR1 (activated by okadaic acid) and NDR1-CA could phosphorylate Rabin8 at S240 using ATP-g-S ( Figure S4C ). However, there are likely other residues that can be phosphorylated, because the S240A mutant could be still phosphorylated albeit at a reduced level ( Figure 5F ). Interestingly, Rabin8 S240 was followed by a stretch of T241, S242, and S243. When all S/T240-243 were mutated to Ala, NDR1 no longer phosphorylated Rabin8 ( Figure 5F ).
AAK1 Controls Dendrite Arborization in a Similar
Way to NDR1/2 Next, we investigated the function of AAK1 on dendrite and spine development. In cultured hippocampal neurons, AAK1 is in the cytoplasm, dendrites, and axons but is excluded from the nucleus as shown by immunostaining of endogeneous AAK1 by the anti-AAK1 antibody ( Figure S5C ). To test if AAK1 kinase activity depends on S635 in the C-terminal AP-2 binding domain, we examined AAK1 autophosphorylation and found it was not affected by S635A mutation ( Figure S5D ). To test AAK1's functional role, we expressed AAK1 kinase-dead (AAK1-KD) K74A (Conner and Schmid, 2003) , the AAK1 nonphosphorylatable mutant S635A (AAK1-SA) or the AAK1 phospho-mimetic mutant S635D (AAK1-SD), together with GFP in dissociated hippocampal neurons. A small subset of neurons with very high expression of mutant AAK1 looked unhealthy and were not included in the analysis. Similar to the result for NDR1/2 loss of function, AAK1-KD and AAK1-SA had increased branching within 50 mm from the soma (Figures 6A-6C ). In contrast, AAK1-SD decreased branching ( Figures 6A, 6B-6C ) similar to NDR1-CA. Dendrite length was also increased in AAK1-KD and reduced in AAK1-SD mutants ( Figure 6D ), in a similar way to the effect caused by manipulations of NDR1/2 activity. AAK1 siRNA, which knocked down AAK1 partially ( Figures S5A and S7A) , increased dendrite branching and length; this effect was rescued with siRNAresistant AAK1 (Figures 6C and 6D) . The dendritic spines appeared normal in AAK1-KD and AAK1-SA mutants; however, neurons expressing AAK1-SD at high levels showed a reduction in dendritic spine density ( Figures S5F and S5G) . Thus, although overactive NDR1 and AAK1-SD could lead to the elimination of dendritic spines, most likely other NDR1/2 substrate(s) contribute to mushroom spine formation by NDR1/2.
To explore if AAK1 is downstream of NDR1/2 in dendrite development, we performed epistasis experiments. Total plasmid DNA concentration was kept constant between conditions. Control neurons were transfected with GFP expressing empty siRNA plasmid (pGmir), together with HA expressing empty plasmid (prk5). To observe the effect of NDR1/2 loss of Eight experiments were conducted. Two were conducted at P3, five were conducted at P8, and one was conducted at P13. Second column shows the number of times the candidate is detected with the detected ages. Columns 3 and 4 show the NDR1 phosphorylation sites and the amino acid in the mouse target proteins. Bold letters indicate NDR1 consensus motif; *indicates the phosphorylated amino acids. Column 5 describes the reported cellular functions of these proteins. See also Figure S5 .
function, we transfected NDR1siRNA and NDR2siRNA together with equal amounts of empty prk5 vector. This treatment caused an increase in proximal dendrite branching ( Figures 6E and 6F) , total dendrite branching ( Figure 6G ), and length ( Figure 6H ) as was expected. In order to test epistasis, NDR1siRNA and NDR2siRNA were co-transfected with the AAK1-SD-HA construct in prk5 vector. This treatment led to the rescue of dendrite phenotypes induced by NDR1siRNA + NDR2siRNA (Figures 6E-6H) . In complementary experiments, we transfected NDR1-CA with GFP expressing empty siRNA plasmid and observed robust reduction in proximal dendrite branching ( Figures 6E and 6F) , total dendrite branching ( Figure 6G ), and length ( Figure 6H ). The reduction in dendrite branching and length with NDR1-CA was more pronounced than in previous results because of the higher plasmid concentration used here. These effects of NDR1-CA were partially rescued with co-expression of AAK1siRNA (instead of empty siRNA plasmid), indicating that AAK1 activity was necessary to limit dendrite branching. These experiments indicate that AAK1 is downstream of NDR1 for limiting dendrite branching. Finally, in order to further explore the role of AAK1 in vivo we used siRNA knockdown of AAK1 by expressing an AAK1 siRNA in pSuper vector (Figures S5B and S7B) . We find that, similar to the results with cultured neurons, AAK1 siRNA increased proximal branching in vivo ( Figures 6I and 6J ).
Rabin8
Contributes to Spine Development Next, we investigated Rabin8's function on dendrite development and spine maturation in hippocampal cultures. Immunostaining of endogeneous Rabin8 by anti-Rabin8 antibody showed that Rabin8 is enriched in the Golgi (colocalized with Golgi marker GM-130; Figure 7A ), in agreement with the role of Rab8 in post-Golgi trafficking. We first examined its function by mutating the Rabin8 phosphorylation site and expressing these mutants in dissociated hippocampal neurons. We made the Rabin8 phospho mutant, where S240 as well as T241, S242, and S243 were mutated to Alanine (Rabin8-AAAA), which cannot be phosphorylated ( Figure 5F ), or to Glutamate (Rabin8-EEEE) as a putative phosphomimetic mutant. We found that these Rabin8 mutants and Rabin8 siRNA ( Figures S6A and S7A ) did not affect dendrite branching ( Figures S6C-S6F ), indicating that Rabin8 phosphorylation by NDR1 is likely not involved in limiting dendrite branching. The total dendrite length was reduced by Rabin8-AAAA but not Rabin8 siRNA ( Figure S6F ).
Given that Rabin8 siRNA may not have sufficiently knocked down the Rabin8 level, these observations indicate that Rabin8 is involved in dendrite growth.
Next, we found that the expression of Rabin8-AAAA but not Rabin8-EEEE resulted in increased filopodia and atypical spines, and Rabin8 siRNA increased filopodia density (Figures 7B and  7C ). An increase in filopodia was accompanied by a reduction in mushroom spine density by Rabin-AAAA, a trend that was close to reaching significance (p = 0.07). These data indicate that Rabin8 phosphorylation by NDR1/2 contributes to spine development by reducing filopodia and increasing mushroom spines. Rabin8-AAAA and Rabin8 siRNA produce less pronounced defects on spines than does NDR1/2 loss of function, possibly because other NDR1/2 substrates act in parallel to Rabin8 and contribute to spine morphogenesis. Alternatively, it is possible that these manipulations do not completely block Rabin8 function because of their incomplete knockdown or dominant negative effect. Given that Rabin-EEEE did not alter spine or dendrite development, this mutant construct may not be able to mimic phosphorylated Rabin8, a notion reinforced by our failed attempt to rescue NDR1siRNA + NDR2siRNA's effect on spine development with Rabin8-EEEE ( Figure S6B ).
Since Rabin8 is involved in spine maturation, we wanted to learn if it is present in spines with synapses. With immunostaining of postsynaptic marker PSD95 and endogenous Rabin8, we observe Rabin8 in the perinuclear region resembling Golgi and inside the proximal dendrites in neurons ( Figure S6G ). We cannot rule out the presence of Rabin8 in spines; however, the majority of Rabin8 is found in Golgi. (Figure S6G ). NDR1/2 kinases are found throughout the neurites with no particular enrichment in spines ( Figures 1B and 1C) . Therefore, we hypothesize that NDR1/2 and Rabin8 function in Golgi and dendrites to influence dendritic spine morphogenesis.
Next, we examined Rabin8's role in vivo by expressing Rabin8-AAAA via in utero electroporation ( Figures 7D-7F ). We found that Rabin8-AAAA reduced spine head diameter similar to the NDR1/2 loss of function effects in vivo. These results further support a role for Rabin8 in formation of mature dendritic spines and implicate a requirement of NDR1/2 phosphorylation in this process.
DISCUSSION
In this study we used dominant negative or constitutively active mutant kinase constructs, and also siRNA expression and chemical genetics to inhibit kinase function, to demonstrate the role of NDR1/2 on proper dendrite arbor morphogenesis and spine growth in mammalian pyramidal neurons in vitro and in vivo ( Figure 7G ). Using chemical genetic substrate identification by tandem mass spectrometry, we identified several direct substrates of NDR1 and the NDR1 phosphorylation sites. Among these, we validated AAK1 and Rabin8 as NDR1 targets in vitro, and we further showed that AAK1 and Rabin8 are involved in limiting dendrite branching and length and promoting mushroom spine growth, respectively. Dendrite and spine phenotypes induced by the reduction of NDR1/2 function are reminiscent of what has been observed in certain neurodevelopmental diseases, raising the question of whether this signaling pathway may be involved in some neurological disorders (Penzes et al., 2011; Ramocki and Zoghbi, 2008) .
Dendrite Pruning and Tumor Suppressors
Proapoptotic signaling cascades can positively regulate dendrite pruning during Drosophila metamorphosis (Kuo et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2006) and can also act to weaken synapses in mammals (Li et al., 2010) . Since NDR1/2 is also a tumor suppressor (Cornils et al., 2010) and NDR1/2 promotes apoptosis in response to apoptotic stimuli in mammalian cells (Vichalkovski et al., 2008) , NDR1/2 adds to the growing list of tumor suppressors that also function in neuronal growth and plasticity. In support of this scenario, the NDR1/2 homolog Trc, which functions in controlling cell size and is implicated in cancer (Koike-Kumagai et al., 2009) , is shown to be downstream of TORC2 (target of rapamycin complex 2) in fly.
AAK1 Phosphorylation Regulates Dendrite Branching and Length
Our findings indicate that AAK1 phosphorylation by NDR1/2 mediates, at least in part, its function in limiting proximal dendrite branching. AAK1 is originally identified as an alpha-adaptin binding protein (Conner and Schmid, 2002) . It is necessary for efficient endocytosis and receptor recycling in mammalian cells in culture (Henderson and Conner, 2007) . AAK1 phosphorylates AP-1 coat component m1 with similar efficiency as it phosphorylates AP-2 component m2 (Henderson and Conner, 2007) , raising the possibility that it can function in multiple adaptor coat complexes. Adaptor coat complexes are central to vesicle formation on Golgi, endosomes, and the plasma membrane. AP-2 is important for clathrin-mediated endocytosis at the plasma membrane, whereas AP-1 coat is involved in post-Golgi and endosomal vesicle formation (Robinson, 2004 ). AAK1's yeast homologs Prk1p/Ark1p are also necessary for endocytosis (Sekiya-Kawasaki et al., 2003) . Importantly, a potential Cbk1p phosphorylation site is present in Prk1p. Prk1p's role on endocytosis depends on its ability to destabilize actin cytoskeleton at endocytic zones (Toshima et al., 2005) . A similar mechanism of actin destabilization could underlie the loss of dendritic spines in NDR1-CA or AAK1-SD-expressing hippocampal neurons. Thus, several lines of evidence suggest that AAK1 regulates intracellular vesicle trafficking. How AAK1 function regulates dendrite morphogenesis remains to be investigated. Intriguingly, AAK1 was recently implicated in regulating various signaling pathways, including Notch (Gupta-Rossi et al., 2011), ErbB4 (Kuai et al., 2011) , and Drosophila Neuroglian (Yang et al., 2011) .
Rab8 GEF Rabin8 Regulates Spine Morphogenesis
Rabin8, first identified as a Rab3-interacting protein (Brondyk et al., 1995) , is known to act as a guanine exchange factor for Rab8 rather than Rab3 (Hattula et al., 2002) . Rab8 is a small GTPase specialized in post-Golgi vesicle budding and plasma membrane transport (Stenmark, 2009) . In hippocampal cultures, we find that Rabin8 is predominantly enriched in the Golgi in soma and proximal dendrites. In yeast, Rabin8 homolog Sec2p was found to be phosphorylated by the yeast NDR1 Cbk1p and was shown to account for a subset of the Cbk1p mutant defects (Kurischko et al., 2008) . Importantly, the phosphorylation site is conserved between Sec2p and Rabin8. It thus appears that the NDR kinase regulation of vesicle trafficking is an evolutionarily conserved function for controlling polarization and cell morphology. Our data suggest that Rabin8, and its phosphorylation by NDR1/2, is involved in mushroom spine development, in cultured neurons, and in vivo. Rabin8 could affect Rab8 function to form and/or deliver post-Golgi vesicles to dendritic membrane contributing to synapse development and increase in spine head diameter. In support of this hypothesis, Rab8 GTPase dominant negative mutant expression in cultured hippocampal slices alters AMPA receptor delivery to surface (Brown et al., 2007; Gerges et al., 2004) . Reducing Rabin8 activity causes a spine phenotype milder than that caused by reducing NDR1/2 activity, indicating that other NDR1/2 substrates likely contribute to spine morphogenesis.
NDR1/2 Regulates Dendrite Growth
Loss of NDR1/2 affects preferentially the proximal dendritic branching, causing an increase in proximal branching and a decrease in distal branching. At the same time, NDR1-CA and activated NDR1-as cause increased dendrite branching in the distal regions as is shown in Sholl analysis. Therefore, NDR1/2 may function in promoting distal growth at the expense of proximal branch additions. NDR1/2 0 s role on branch extension and its potential downstream effectors remain to be investigated. Our data showing reduced dendrite length by Rabin8-AAAA suggests that Rabin8 may be involved in this process. It is important to note that secretory membrane trafficking has been found to be critical for dendrite morphogenesis (Horton et al., 2005; Ye et al., 2007) .
Other Candidate Substrates of NDR1/2
The additional potential substrates of NDR1/2 identified in our study could also affect vesicle trafficking. For instance, PI4KB can catalyze formation of phosphatidyl inositol 4 phosphate (PI4P), which is an intermediate in the formation of phosphorylated lipids, such as PI3,4 bisphosphate, PI4,5 bisphosphate, and PI3,4,5 trisphosphate (De Matteis et al., 2005) . These phospholipids are known to affect membrane trafficking in post-Golgi and recycling membrane compartments (De Matteis et al., 2005) . Another potential substrate, Rab11fip5, is a member of Rab11 family interacting proteins (Horgan and McCaffrey, 2009) , which could affect membrane trafficking from recycling endosomes in dendrites (Wang et al., 2008) .
Chemical Genetics for Kinase Substrate Identification
The chemical genetics and covalent capture method for kinase substrate identification is a powerful method for mapping of kinase signaling pathways with the unique advantage of phosphorylation site identification (Hertz et al., 2010; Blethrow et al., 2008) . This method also allows the identification of substrates from complex tissue homogenates, where the protein complexes may be better preserved in their natural state when compared to other methods that involve gel electrophoresis or protein arrays. We were able to identify five mammalian candidate substrates and validated two of these functionally. Our screen identified the mammalian homolog of one of the yeast substrates Sec2p, confirming its effectiveness and establishing an evolutionarily conserved branch of NDR kinase signaling. Our technique offers an unbiased method for identifying kinase substrates from different tissues, developmental stages and pathological conditions. This approach would make it possible to determine how NDR1/2 activity and targets are altered in pathologies, such as neurodevelopmental and neurodegenerative diseases and cancer.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The use and care of rats and mice used in this study follows the guidelines of the UCSF Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Detailed Experimental Procedures can be found in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Cell Culture and Transfection
Hippocampal neurons were cultured from E19 Long-Evans rats at 150,000/ coverslip and maintained at serum-free B27-containing media. Plasmid transfections were done using Lipofectamine2000 (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY, USA).
DNA Constructs and siRNA
Prk5 mammalian expression vector was used for mammalian expression of constructs in cultured neurons and in HEK293 cells. Small hairpins were cloned in a modified pGIPZ (Open Biosystems, Lafayette, CO, USA) for hippocampal cultures and pSuper vector for in utero electroporations. Electrophysiology mEPSCs were recorded using whole-cell patch-clamping in the presence of 1 mM tetrodotoxin and 50 mM picrotoxin to isolate excitatory minis.
In Utero Electroporation E14.5-E15.5 mouse embryos were used for in utero electroporations. Pups were perfused at P18-P20; 100 mm brain sections were immunostained with anti-GFP and imaged using confocal microscopy. Dendrite analysis were done using Neurolucida.
Kinase Assays and Covalent Capture for Phosphorylation Target Identification NDR kinase assays were done as described (Stegert et al., 2005) . Covalent capture of thiophosphorylated substrate proteins was performed as described (Hertz et al., 2010) but with some modifications (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes seven figures and Supplemental Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online at doi:10.1016/ j.neuron.2012.01.019.
